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MOSCOW in 1985 the first year
of perestroikaperestroika the soviet leadership
decided to launch a serious attack on
alcohol addiction

may 1985 saw the publication of
resolution by the CPSU central com-
mittee on measures to overcome
hard drinking and alcoholism

the idea was to reorientre orient people to
new cultural values but the old com-
mand methods of combating alcohol-
ismism were used to implement the
resolution

stringent limitations on the sale of
alcoholic drinks were introduced inin
this country administrative penalties
werewire applied to heavy drinkers a cam
paignlaign to destroy vineyards was under
taken inin the southern areas and peo
pie were watched inin order to determine
who was drinking and who was not

the results of this aggressive cam
paignlaign were deplorable it caused a
resurgence inin moonshining the disapdigap
pearancebearancepearance of sugar yeast tomato paste
and caramel from the shops a shsharpa rp
increase inin the consumption of ddrugsru gs
and toxic substances and huge lines fforr
liquor

but the chief result was that people
began to drink mainly at home which
led to a disastrous increase inin the rate
of domestic violence

however moscowsMos cows chief drugdruparup
addictiondictionjd expert eduard drozdovdrozdo
who heads drug addiction hospital
number 17 with 6600 beds believes
that at first the campaign played a
positive role

the administrative pressure at the
beginning of the campaign resulted inin
a drop inin industrial and other injuries
cardiovascular diseases and alcoholic

psychoses and we saw that a real
reduction of peper capita alcohol con
sumption can pigeproduce good results
drozdov said

but the illusion of favorable
change proved to be short lived the
flow of glue sniffersshifferssniffers solvent abusers
and drug addicts to our hospital inin
creased he continued

in drozdovs view no ad-
ministrative measure can influence
alcohol consumption iftothetfthethe population
has a stable habit of consumption this
lack of understanding of the situation
produced adverse effects

9 the punitive principle

the nature of alcoholism as well as
its causes are still unknown some ex-
plain it by weakness and others by
social genetic and biological factors
soviet physicians consider alcoholism
to be a grave disease closely linked to
social phenomena but they still have
to work within the framework of the
existing system of alcoholism
treatment

in our country they dondont t treat an
alcoholic like a person but like a
biological drinking machine they
give patients pills which temporarily
diminish the craving for liquor said
drozdovDro dov who isis now trying to change
the existing approaches

gen boris voronov who was
recently appointed head of the crime
prevention administration at the
USSR ministry of the interior like
drozdov views the existing system as
incorrect and therefore ineffective

today the interior ministry staff
ers do the main job militiamen carry
a drunken person to a detoxdetax center
where practically no assistance isis
given he sleeps there for a shorktimeshorkshort time
and then leaves the center with a terri
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ble hangover helie pays a fine and they
report the offense to his place of work

the detoxdetax centers as well as the
treatment and labor camps where
chronic alcoholics and drug addicts
who do not want to undergo treatment
at drying out clinics are forcibly
sent are run by the ministry of the in-
terior but this system of forcible

rehabilitation isis ineffective voronov
said

at our clinic we treat people who
come voluntarily drozdov said

we carry out a detoxification pro-
gram but eventually a patient leaves
and again finds himself among his
drinking buddies besides that he gets



e new approaches sought in alcoholism
registered by his neighborhood drug
addictiondictiondd specialist and isis thereby
deprived of some of his rights sick
leaves at work are no longer paid he
is not allowed to drive a car and he
canan 1 get a respectable job

it isis a paradoxical situation when
closet alcoholics are allowed to do
anything but once an individual
undergoes a course otof treatment torfor
alcoholism he becomes a social out
eastcast and the treatment turns into
punishment drozdovdroalovdroadov said

according to drozdov in the soviet
union excessive priority isis given to the
medical biological aspect ignoring
psychological treatment

tat1tinelie we have registered successes
in this heldfield tromfrom detoxication to
eliminatingi the inclination tor drink
ing specifically natural preparations
ireare used to correct biochemical pro
cees through the regulation otof ammoamino
kidacid content

soviet scientistsscientist have also aichitvtdhievedhilved
successes in the clinical treatment ol01of
alcoholismilcoholism and have written many
papers on genetic factorslac tors

what we need most otof all now is
ai social environment where an
alcoholic can tindfind support alterafter clinical
treatment we have none otof the social
programs which the americans are so
strong in now drozdov said

soviet american cooperation
in late may at drug addiction

hospital number 17 drozdov and the
president of the caron foundation
signed a soviet american agreeemnt
on setting up and running a center for
training alcohol addiction specialists at
the moscow hospital

the agreement was a followupfollow up to
the contacts already established bet
ween hospital number 17 and other
american organizations specifically
sullivan county community college
the state university of new york and
veritas villa a drug and alcoholism
treatment center in kerhonsonKerhonson NYN Y

AA groups now exist in 12 soviet cities
and this movement is gaining momentum

eduard drozdov

at the moscow center american
specialists will train soviet consulting
specialists on alcoholism problems
specifically torfor work at industrial
plants the tact that soviet
psychologists have a good theoretical
background will help them get in
volvedevolved quickly in treatment and
psychotherapy torfor alcoholics

boris voronov in particular is
greatly interested inin the programs
specifically designed for policemen on
the problems otof alcoholism whwhichi ch
could be used in training neighborhood
militia officers

besides that at the center the rurus-
sian

is

physicianswillphysiciansphysicianswillwill study english in
order to undergo a course otof practical
training in the united states in turn

the soviet doctors will share their ex-
perienceperience inin the medicinal treatment otof
alcoholism

drozdov is very thankful to
alcoholics anonymous of the united
states the organization came to the
soviet union two years ago and helped
set up a soviet AA movement which
holds a special place among the anti
alcohol abuse movements

AA groups now exist inin 12 soviet
cities and this movement isis gaininggaining
momentum I1 hope that with the
assistance of american specialists we
will develop new approaches to
assisting those who really need help
drozdov said


